
Compact. High-performance.
Weighing and payment collection in one
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bC Line cash register software

METTLER TOLEDO's bC range of scales are characterized by high-performance, future-proof 
weighing technology which is the perfect accompaniment to your operational and sales pro-
cedures. Transform your bC weighing technology into a high-performance and compact com-
plete solution for weighing and payment collection with the bC Line cash register software.  
This will save you space, meaning that you then no longer need a separate cash register – 
and you will also benefit from a visually and functionally uniform, end-to-end solution which 
makes serving and collecting payment more convenient, more efficient and faster for you and 
your staff.



Whether classic counter sales, a 
delivery service for major custom-
ers, a party service or a hot food 
counter: With the scales in the bC 
range and the cash register soft-
ware, you are in control of all sales 
channels and enjoy a great deal of 
leeway for implementing new busi-
ness ideas.

The bC Line cash register software 
transforms your bC scales into fully 
functioning cash registers. This 
creates more space on the sales 
counter, requires fewer cables, and 
ensures both efficient and direct 
operations – with faster service 
and shorter waiting times for your 
customers.
 
Interactive operator guidance
Thanks to interactive menu guid-
ance, your staff will be able to 
master even complex cash register 
functions quickly and easily. For 
example, the functions available 
in the next step are shown in the 
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The fast, easy path to successful sales

display with their respective button 
assignment. This intuitive system 
gives you the confidence that new 
employees will quickly get to grips 
with the cash register functions.

Taking payments with a scanner
All balances in the bC model fam-
ily are supplied as standard with a 
scanner interface. Taking payments 
with a scanner speeds up your 
service and payment procedures 
– thereby giving your business a 
tangible boost. 

Variable discounts
The bC Line cash register software 
provides you with all the freedom 
you need to determine prices 
based on the circumstances and 
the customer. You can also define 
combined special offer prices using 
time frames in your bC Line cash 
register software.

Various payment methods
You are free to decide which pay-

ment options you wish to offer your 
customers – from classic cash 
payments, through checks and 
bank cards, right up to vouchers, 
loyalty points and meal vouchers. 
Would your customers like to cash 
in vouchers or loyalty points and 
then pay the remaining balance in 
cash or by card? Combined pay-
ments are no problem with the split 
payment method.

Comprehensive cancelation 
functions
The bC Line cash register software 
impresses with practical, use-
ful cancelation functions. Scroll 
through the slip using the arrow 
keys and you will quickly find 
the individual items you wish to 
remove with the line cancelation 
function. Particularly practical at 
closing time: Fast cancelation via 
sales slip number. 

Variable sales tax rates
To eat in or take away? Enterprises 

Clearly structured and interactive: 
the operator guidance

Flexible and versatile: 
the discount functions

Fast and convenient: 
the line cancelation function



which also operate a restaurant or 
snack area in addition to standard 
sales can assign a full or reduced 
sales tax rate at the touch of a 
button after weighing the article in 
question. This is then also printed 
on the sales slip.

Using sales slips intelligently
Whether at peak times around 
lunch or before final closing, 
whether before long weekends 
or public holidays. The sales slip 
system with shopping basket and 
customer number is the ideal way 
to lighten the load on your staff 
when it comes to pre-orders and 
busy peak times – with greater 
protection against attempted fraud 
included as standard. 

Detailed cash register reports
The bC Line cash register software 
supports you with a whole range of 
functions for balancing your cash 
registers and producing cash regis-
ter reports. Whether individually per 
scale, consolidated per branch or 
across all cash registers and sites 
in a goods management system 
– cashing up every evening is a 
quick and easy task with bC Line.

Comprehensive reporting
Fast moving products or slow sell-
ers? With the cash register solution 
fully integrated into your goods 
management system and daily 
reports which can be configured 
freely to your own specific needs, 
you always have a clear picture of 

all relevant sales information. This 
makes it much easier for you to 
make targeted price and product 
range adjustments. 

Integrated delivery note function
The sophisticated solution for your 
corporate customers, preventing 
unnecessary administrative costs: 
You record orders on a delivery 
note and then create a detailed 
collective invoice on a weekly or 
monthly basis. 

Convenient order modes
Whether articles purchased from 
suppliers or branch orders for the 
HQ: With the bC Line cash register 
software, it is easy to create, man-
age, edit, and print out order lists at 
any time.



For further information
www.mt.com/retail

Technical data
bC Line cash register software

ISO 9001 quality management certification
ISO 14001 environmental management  
certification
Internet: http://www.mt.com
Worldwide service

Subject to technical changes
© 09/2010 Mettler-Toledo AG
Printed in Germany 22021605    
Global MarCom Switzerland

Functions of the cash register software
General cash register functions
Cash register on/off
Various cash register drawer configurations 
(with/without permanent access to the drawer)
Proceeds/outgoings
Float
Cash delivery/balancing of cash registers
Revenue elements

Additions/deductions
Percentage/absolute values
Based on individual items and total

Pre-order sales slip
Pre-order sales slip number automatic/manual
Edit/cancel pre-order 
Scan pre-order sales slip

Produce slip
Produce slip number automatic/manual
Cancel produce slip
Scan produce slip (produce slip number encoded in EAN)

Sales slip
Display/print intermediate revenue
Sales slip calculation (including change)
Slip repeat and slip re-opening

Payment methods
Cash
Electronic cash support (Germany only)
Foreign currencies
Vouchers and meal coupons (can be freely defined)
Split payment method

Order mode
Recording of branch orders for the HQ
Order lists

Time recording
Time recording
Time lists

Delivery note
Customer database
Delivery note printing

Cash register reports
Cash register report
Report for all cash registers
Cash balance
Grand total

bC-U2 black with optional cash register drawer

Standard functions with the bC Line
Service counter: Fast service, continual service, scaled 
price functionality, comprehensive tare and cancelation 
functions, large-volume sales, change calculation, inven-
tory functions, freely configurable reporting, online help, 
info and guided texts, promotions, USB memory function 
for simple transfer of price adjustments 

Pre-packing: Automatic price marking, manual price mark-
ing, batch mode, re-weighing, retro-active price calcula-
tion with label, sum label for the same items, sum label for 
different items, proof of origin, batch inspection.

All scales in the bC Line are supplied as standard with an 
interface for connecting a cash register drawer and a 
scanner.


